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Need help with your iPad Air 2 and iOS 8? The iPad Air 2 and iOS 8 introduced many features not
seen in previous iPads, such as interactive notifications and predictive typing. The Guide to the iPad
Air 2 organizes the wealth of knowledge about the sixth generation iPad into one place, where it can
be easily accessed and navigated for quick reference. This guide comes with countless
screenshots, which complement the step-by-step instructions and help you to realize the iPadâ€™s
full potential. The Guide to the iPad Air 2 provides useful information, such as tips and tricks, hidden
features, and troubleshooting advice. This guide discusses recent known issues, and solutions that
may be currently available. This information is constantly revised for a complete, up-to-date manual.
Help is here!Some of the topics covered in this guide include:- Installing a SIM Card (4G iPads
Only)- Setting Up the iPad for the First Time- Using Wi-Fi- Using the Control Center to Quickly
Adjust the Settings- Adding and Editing Contacts- Using iMessage to Send a Text Message- Adding
a Voice Message to a Text Conversation- Surfing the Web- Viewing Recently Closed Tabs- List of
iPad-Friendly Websites- Taking and Editing Pictures and Videos- Recovering Deleted Photos- Using
iTunes on the iPad- Playing Music and Videos- Setting Up the Email Application- Composing,
Reading, and Replying to Emails- Using Siri- Turning Bluetooth On or Off- Customizing Notification
and Alert Sounds- Adding an International Keyboards- Assigning a Passcode Lock or Fingerprint
Lock- Managing Vision and Hearing Accessibility Features- Maximizing Battery Life- Taking a
Picture from the Lock Screen- Controlling Web Surfing Using Gestures- Pausing or Cancelling an
Application Download...and much more!
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My children gave me the iPad Air 2 as an early Christmas present so that I could check my email
without having to turn on and use my computer every time. What they didn't anticipate is that I have
never used a touchscreen device before. It was quite intimidating at first! Luckily, they also gave me
this guide to go along with it.Let me first say that the organization in this book is excellent. Since the
paperback includes both a table of contents and an index, I was never at a loss when trying to find
information. This is really important to me, as I become easily frustrated when digging through a
book to find that one tid bit of information that I missed. Along the same lines, the instructions were
straightforward and to the point, so I never had to work my way through paragraphs of witty humor
or a history of the iPad (or which iPad to buy, which I don't need because I have an iPad)For me,
the email chapter was immensely helpful, as it taught me everything from putting in my email
address to attaching pictures or forwarding an email. I especially liked the use of screenshots, as I
was able to identify whether I did something correctly. From this chapter, the book even referred me
out to other chapters for other reference material.Perhaps the most pleasant surprise, however, was
how much more I do now with my iPad than I ever thought that I would. I wouldn't say that I play
many games (with the exception of Candy Crush because it's so easy), but I do surf the web, and I
have even learned to use FaceTime to actually see my kids when I talk to them. I couldn't have
done it without this Help Me guide. It was an excellent choice as a companion to this iPad.

I chose this book because it was the most recent of the Air 2 books but it's been a huge
disappointment. The main problem is the index, which is pretty much guaranteed to not have
whatever you look for. For example, I wanted to know how to set a bookmark. Ok. I'll try "bookmark"
first: nothing in index. How about "Safari"? Nothing in index. How about "Favorites"? Nothing in
index. How about "setting a bookmark"? Nothing. You get the idea. It's a waste of your time to look
for anything in the index. Looking through the book page by page I finally came to a section on p82:
"Adding and Viewing Bookmarks." Ok, this told me how to add a bookmark. Now, how do I remove
a bookmark? As far as I can tell, there's nothing in the entire book that tells you how to remove a
bookmark, though it turns out to be very simple: click the "Edit" link at the bottom right of the

Bookmark pane and that puts icons by every bookmark that let you delete it.I suspect from the
amateurish cover art and the fact that no publisher name appears on any pages, that this is a
self-published book, and the poor quality makes me afraid to buy any more self-published books
from . I think a real publisher would have caught these things and finally published something more
professional, and useful.

I wanted a manual to have open alongside my new ipad air2 while I learned to use it. I have had an
ipad for years but never learned how to use it very well. This book is essentially worthless. Lots of
screenshots and very little instruction. Index is worthless (the main reason I bought a book instead
of an ebook). And the real killer is that it's not very thorough and still leaves a lot of the ipad's
abilities uncovered. Bottom line: no reason to buy this and not worth sending back.

The book is really easy to use and easy to follow. I highly recommend it especially to those who
need structured detailed directions.

I bought this book HELP ME! MY GUIDE TO THE IPAD AIR 2 BY CHARLES HUGHES because I
just DID buy a new ipad air 2 and wanted some guidance on the newer version of ipad. I was rather
disappointed in it. This book was more welcome to the Ipad book not anything new that I did not
know having the first generation of Ipad. In other words this book is ok if you have never owned an
Ipad but if you have its pretty much the same information .

We both are older---we both got a new ipad air....we are of the age we wanted and needed a
book-in-hand to highlight and refer to often...since I got the ipad air 2, I got this one....sweetie got
the other guide book, cause he got an ipad air....some of the same info is shared---we tell each
other the tidbits we read about, from each book.So far--we have no need to both grab for the same
book to help us understand our new ipads!

TERRIBLE - no guidance on iMessage or other features. The instructions do not correspond at all
with the screens. I am so angry I am sending this back even though I'd rather throw it out rather
than spend the money on postage.

This is Great, gives a good description of all the New functions on the iPad Air 2 (I love that thing)
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